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１．BRainSuite（ https://en.brsystems.jp/brainsuite/） 

２．3D probes coordinates measurement system( https://en.brsystems.jp/3doeg-17etc-measurement/ ） 

・The precise 3D coordinates are measured by 3D digitizer (Patriot,POLHEMUS). 

・Magnetic method of digitizer (Patriot)  is easier and more precise to measure than optical method. 

・We also provide 3D probe coordinates measurement service. 

・Using the measured data, the coordinates of the channels will be mapped to the real anatomical  T1 image or  

    MNI space based on NIRS_SPM. 

・BRain Analyzer, BRain View, BRain Online(feedback function) 

・These tools cover all equipment manufacturers via data conversion and probe layout change. 

・Data pre-processing  (filter, baseline, signal average) is performed prior to analysis. 

・We select adequate statistical analysis corresponding to the measured data. 

・Results will be shown by 3D,2D figures, easy to understand. 

・Many option tools are provided for statistical analysis. 

fNIRS 

３．Eye Tracking Data Analysis（ https://www.brsystems.jp/datascience/eye_tracking/) 

・Gaze values are derived by using fixation point data (tobii) and target points data( video). 

・The correlation between the gaze values and simultaneously measured fNIRS data is analyzed. 

４．ALFF(Amplitude of Low-Frequency Fluctuation ) Analysis 

・ALFF estimates measured signal on frequency domain, not time series. 

・ALFF is used for the analysis of default mode network, resting-state fMRI. 

fMRI 

SPM(Statistical Parametric Mapping, https://www.brsystems.jp/spm/) 

・We assist your analysis using SPM8/12 

・Our service starts from the DICOM data. 

ERP(Event-Related brain Potential) 

・We provides the analysis of EEG data. 

・After data pre-processing, fft, correlation,PCA, ICA, SVM, etc., will be applied. 



Data Analysis ( https://en.brsystems.jp/data-science/ ) 

[Data Science] 

・We extract the characteristics and threshold of the data. 

・We handle numerical data and image data. 

・New data will be classified according to the judgement system, machine learned existing data. 

・The judgement system is sequentially updated. 

・The analysis is performed by using MATLAB toolbox; Bioinformatics, Image Processing, Neural Network,  

    Optimization, Signal Processing, Statistics and Machine Learning, System Identification, Wavelet,  

    Computer Vision System, etc.. 

・SVM, neural network, random forest, time series analysis, etc. will be applied to the judgement system . 

 

[signal analysis] 

・We provide the analysis of time series data. 

・The signal data means biological signal, structural signal, rotational machine signal, fluid signal, acoustic signal . 

・The analysis is performed by using MATLAB toolbox 

・The main factor of structural failure is resonance. We provide the plan to be not consistent with the vibration  

    source. 

 

[brain signal] 

・Machine Learning analyze the brain signal. 

 

 

Corrosion Analysis( https://en.brsystems.jp/corrosion-analysis/ ) 

・We predict the residual life of the plant, after monitoring the corrosion rate and getting the future operation. 

・Monitoring corrosion rate is performed by products of Corr Instruments providing special probes under high- 

    temperature and high-pressure. 

・BRSystems Inc. is a representative of Corr Instruments, LLC in Japan. 

・Our technical member has a state-of-the art technology and abundant experience in the actual plant. 
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